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Abstract
The TRANSP-‘Kick’ energetic particle transport model has been extended to study neoclassical
tearing mode (NTM) driven fast ion (FI) transport with zero free parameters. FI transport
induced by the NTM is obtained by calculating perturbed FI orbits via the guiding center particle
following code ORBIT in the magnetic field of an experimentally characterized island chain.
Transport probabilities are then used in TRANSP’s Monte Carlo module NUBEAM to modify
the FI distribution in every time step of the full TRANSP analysis. This procedure retains all
TRANSP functionality and self-consistently predicts the NTM impact on beam torque, current
drive and heating. Comparisons to DIII-D steady state, hybrid and ITER baseline plasmas are
encouraging with the model quantitatively recovering the measured neutron rates. FI effects
depend on the location and width of FI phase space resonances which are not accounted for by
the former ad hoc beam diffusivity model of TRANSP. Resonance overlaps result in a transport
threshold, for the cases investigated herein, at »W 5 cmth . When <W Wth the FI transport is
dominated by energy and momentum redistribution. In particular, m/n=3/2 NTMs lead to
hollow TNB profile at q=m/n and broadened jNB profile in the core. When >W Wth FI losses
increase, the neutral beam torque (TNB) and driven current ( jNB) decrease across the entire
plasma. The effects on NB profiles can strongly depend on the NTM frequency and mode
numbers with the 3/2 (2/1) broadening (peaking) jNB near the magnetic axis.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic islands driven by the neoclassical tearing mode
(NTM) present a major concern for the operation of reactor-
scale fusion devices as they can significantly decrease thermal
[1–4] and energetic particles (EPs) [5–16] confinement and
can lead to plasma termination [17]. NTM interaction with
EPs impacts neutral beam (NB) torque (TNB), heating and
current drive ( jNB), which have important consequences on
particle, thermal and momentum transport. The former ad hoc
beam diffusivity (cab) model of TRANSP [18, 19] simply
broadens the NB profiles without sensitivity to NTM mode

number, fast ion (FI) energy (E), canonical angular momen-
tum ( zP ) or magnetic moment (mB). The FI response to NTMs
depends on details of the interaction, in particular on the
location and width of wave-particle resonances in phase
space, whose description requires a phase space resolved
physics-based model. A rigorous calculation of these effects
on FI slowing down timescales is challenging, particularly for
experimental planning and analysis of many discharges,
which motivates the development of reduced FI transport
models.

The TRANSP-‘Kick’ reduced transport model [20, 21]
was previously developed for Alfvén Eigenmode (AE) driven
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FI transport, offering a path toward studying NTM–FI inter-
action and their effect on NB driven current, torque, heat and
plasma equilibrium. In this paper we report the extension of
the ‘Kick’-model to include NTMs by integrating it with a
new analysis tool of experimental island structure determi-
nation [22]. Magnetic islands are represented by a perturbed
flux. For interpretive simulations, island evolution is an input
and is prescribed entirely through measurements. For pre-
dictive simulations, one would have to adopt an NTM
dynamic model to advance the island growth and rotation, as
for example in recent TRANSP/MRE simulations [23]. E and
zP transfer probabilities between the FIs and the NTM are
obtained by calculating perturbed FI orbits via the guiding
center particle following code ORBIT in the perturbed magn-
etic field produced by the island chain. Interaction prob-
abilities are then used in TRANSP’s Monte Carlo module
NUBEAM [24] to modify the FI distribution at every time
step of the full TRANSP analysis. By taking integrals of the
Monte Carlo FI distribution, the FI density, driven current,
deposited energy, torque and other quantities are calculated.
This model retains all TRANSP functionality and predicts the
NTM impact on TNB, jNB and NB heating by self-consistently
recomputing the sources and FI distribution, given measured
thermal profiles and magnetic perturbation properties. This
model was tested previously via phase space resolved diag-
nostics in repeat hybrid discharges [25]. In particular, the
‘Kick’-model was in better agreement with red-shifted FIDA
spatial profiles than the classical TRANSP data. Here, a series
of tests were accomplished with a range of DIII-D plasma
scenarios including ITER baseline (IBS), hybrid and ITER
steady state with various NTMs (m/n= 2/1, 3/2 4/1 and
7/2) and realistic model NTM flux functions. The results are
encouraging as the model quantitatively predicts the mea-
sured neutron rate (Ṅ ) without free parameters.

Below a threshold island width (Wth) the effect of the
NTM is E and zP redistribution, localized in the island region,
without any radial redistribution or loss of particles. This
threshold is at »W 5 cmth for the examined IBS discharge
heated with 80 keV deuterons. In the >W Wth regime, FI
transport is dominated by FI losses due to overlap of multiple
phase space resonances, the effects of which are loss of jNB
and TNB across a large portion of the plasma radius. The
observed effects can strongly depend on mode frequency ( f )
and helicity. In particular, the 3/2 (2/1) leads to the broad-
ening (peaking) of jNB at the magnetic axis.

The paper is organized as follows. Analyzed DIII-D
discharges are described in section 2 and the ‘Kick’-model in
section 3. We continue the paper with the test and validation
of the ‘Kick’-model in section 4. FI transport versus island
width and rotation frequency are described in sections 4.1 and
4.2, respectively. Next, the ‘Kick’-model is compared to the
former ad hoc beam diffusivity model of TRANSP in
section 4.3 and the impact of mode helicity is discussed in
section 4.4. Finally, section 5 summarizes and concludes this
paper. Numerical implementation of magnetic islands and
experimental determination of their parameters are included
in appendices A–C.

2. Experimental conditions

The TRANSP-‘Kick’ modeling capability is tested in a broad
range of ITER relevant DIII-D H-mode plasmas: IBS, hybrid
and steady state discharges. Example q-profiles of the ana-
lyzed discharges are shown in figure 1. The IBS has the
highest performance with small central magnetic shear and
low q95 (safety factor at ρ=0.95). This type of discharge
routinely develops m/n=2/1 NTMs which can grow to a
large size of »W 10 cm. Due to the low q95 and large W
these modes are susceptible to locking to the wall which is
often followed by plasma termination. The more stable steady
state plasmas develop smaller islands, have higher q95, lower
plasma beta (β) and minimum safety factor (qmin) well above
one. Hybrid discharges are in between the former two in
terms of performance and stability. This pool of scenarios
represent an excellent set of plasmas to test the ‘Kick’ FI
transport model as wave-particle interaction in phase space
depends sensitiviely on the q-profile.

Time traces of a highly reproducible, stationary hybrid
plasma are shown in figure 2. The major radius coordinate of the
magnetic axis was 179cm, the plasma minor radius was
a=58 cm, elongation 1.85. In the stationary state the plasma
current was IP=1 MA. Pbeam=8 MW NB power was injected
and modulated with 10Hz in the stationary part of the discharge
(figure 2(a)). The chord averaged interferometry density was

= ´ -n 3.8 10 me
19 3 (interferometry [26]) (figure 2(b)), Te

(electron cyclotron emission, (ECE) [27]) and Ti (charge
exchange recombination, CER [28]) at q=2 were about 2.0 keV
and 1.8 keV, respectively (figure 2(c)). The neutron rate (Ṅ ) is
shown in figure 2(d). 80% of Ṅ comes from beam-target, 11%
from beam-beam and 9% from thermonuclear fusion reactions.

Magnetic island structures form around t=1750 ms at
q=2 with n=1 toroidal mode number, which is consistent
with a 2/1 NTM. The n=1 signal measured at the tokamak
wall via Mirnov-coils [29] is shown in figure 1(e). The full
width of the saturated islands was »W 11 cm, as inferred

Figure 1. Q-profiles of different DIII-D H-mode scenario discharges
with NTMs used to test the ‘Kick’-model interpretive capability of
NTM induced FI transport.
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from ECE and Mirnov measurements and modeling
(appendix A). These islands were rotating with about 5 kHz
(figure 3) and saturation occurred in about 100ms at typically
12G initially. After saturation, a quasi-stationary state of
approximately 3 s followed, which provides adequate data for
statistical analysis. The normalized square root of the toroidal
(poloidal) flux surface label of the q=2 rational surface was
r » 0.42s (ψs≈0.37). ECE data indicates that this mode is
the dominant helical MHD instability of the plasma. The
n=2 and n=3 magnetic amplitudes are 10% and 0.7% of
the n=1 amplitude, respectively. The cross-power of line
integrated interferometry density data in figure 3 shows nearly
no coherent mode activity in the typical frequency range of
AEs ( f≈50–200 kHz), therefore any significant non-classi-
cal FI transport caused by AEs is ruled out and neglected in
the analysis. Here, one interferometry channel looks hor-
izontally in the tokamak mid-plane at the 225° toroidal port,
while the other one looks vertically at the 240° toroidal port
and is crossing the mid-plane at R=194cm major radius
coordinate. Other interferometry signals and the ECE data are
entirely free of AE activity. ne, Te, Ti and Ṅ all undergo a

significant decrease when the NTM grows. These changes
and comparison of Ṅ to the classical TRANSP analysis shows
that the NTM has a significant impact on both the thermal and
FI confinement, as will be shown in section 4. Therefore,
these plasma conditions enable detailed tests of models for
NTM induced FI transport. Setion 3 describes the TRANSP
‘Kick’ reduced FI transport model tested in this work.

3. TRANSP ‘Kick’-reduced model of NTM driven FI
transport

TRANSP [18, 19] is a time-dependent tokamak transport
code used for particle, energy and momentum transport cal-
culations. Inputs are the experimentally measured n T T, ,e e i,
impurity density and rotation profiles, the magnetic equili-
brium reconstruction, the beam injection geometry, current
and voltage, and electron cyclotron heating power. The effect
of MHD modes on the FI population is accounted for by the
NUBEAM [24] module, where the FI distribution is evolved.
This is accomplished in practice by modifying the FI dis-
tribution at every time step of the full TRANSP analysis as
prescribed by a probability density matrix of E and zP transfer
rates between FIs and MHD modes. By taking integrals of the
Monte Carlo FI distribution, the FI density, driven current,
deposited energy, torque and other quantities are calculated.

The ‘Kick’-model uses constants of motion of EPs to
describe resonant wave-particle interaction in phase space.
Each unperturbed orbit is characterized by 3 constants of
motion: zE P, andmB. The guiding center particle following
code ORBIT [30] is used to calculate FI orbits in the perturbed
magnetic field with random initial particle phases relative to
the island. The magnetic reconstructions of the experimental
MHD equilibrium is found using the code EFIT [31],
constrained by internal measurements of the poloidal field
radial profile by motional Stark effect spectroscopy [32]
and by external magnetic probes [29]. Rotating magnetic

Figure 2. Time trace of (a) neutral beam power averaged over 50 ms
(dotted) and 100 ms (solid), (b) density, (c) electron and ion
temperature at q=2, (d) neutron rate and (e) NTM amplitude in a
hybrid plasmas.

Figure 3. Cross-power of line integrated interferometry density
signals shows that coherent density fluctuations are dominantly due
to a ≈5 kHz mode. No significant activity is observed in the typical
( f≈ 50–200 kHz) frequency range of Alfvén eigenmodes.
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islands are implemented in this equilibrium through a
perturbed flux Ψ, whose parameters are experimentally
constrained (appendices A–C). ORBIT solves the Hamiltonian
guiding center equations where the perpendicular electric field
resulting from dB/dt is included. In this study the code
is used in the ideal limit, where any parallel electric field
perturbations (~&E ) are canceled by the fast response of elec-
trons along the magnetic field. =

~
&E 0 is set by introducing a

Φ electrostatic potential [33] in the form:

å a - F =f q w- - · ( )( ) B Be 0. 1
m n

m n
n m t

,
,

i

Here, ξ=mθ−nf is the island helical angle, θ (f) is the
poloidal (toroidal) angle. This is a simplification as NTMs are
resistive magnetohydrodynamic instabilities. The equilibrium
radial electric field (Er) is also included which is calculated by
TRANSP without islands based on CER data. These simu-
lations neglect finite Larmor radius effects. These are
expected to have no significant impact on the reported results
as the strongest FI transport is driven by large islands where
the finite Larmor radius effects are small, as confirmed by a
set of test simulations. At fixed time intervals, theDE energy
and D zP momentum changes (‘Kicks’) are recorded and the
probability density function of m D Dz z( ∣ )p E P E P, , ,B is
constructed in each bin in phase space at an arbitrarily chosen
time (t◦) during the stationary state. The amplitude A of the E
and zP ‘Kicks’ is then rescaled in time proportionally with Ψ2:

= Y Y( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( )◦ ◦A t A t t t 22

m D Dz z( ∣ )p E P E P t, , , ,B and A(t) are used in the Monte Carlo
module NUBEAM to modify the FI distribution in every time
step of the full TRANSP analysis. The phase space structure
of FI–NTM interaction is described in section 3.1.

3.1. Interaction of FIs with magnetic islands

Different classes of EPs including trapped, co-passing and
counter-passing ions all strongly interact with the NTMs in all
types of discharges. Resonances occur [33] where

f w
q

D - D
D

=
¢ ( )t n m

nl
. 3

Δf and Δt are integrals on a closed orbit and l is any integer.
These phase space wave-particle resonances give rise to a
series of island chains in real space in the FI population with
poloidal mode number ¢m . It is important to appreciate that the
¢ ¹m m resonant islands exist in the FI population only, not in

Te and not in iB (perturbed magnetic field), therefore these can
not be detected directly by ECE or Mirnov-coils. In contrast,
thermal electrons follow the magnetic field lines, they can be
used as tracers to map out the structure of iB . For example, a
2/1 magnetic island is mapped out by thermal electrons in
figure 4(a). This island is also seen in the passing ion orbits at
all energy levels in the tested energy range. In addition to this
2/1 magnetic island (which is implemented as a single har-
monic 2/1 magnetic perturbation), FI resonance leads to a
secondary island chain in the FI orbits with m/n=3/1 mode

number at higher E , see the Poincarè map of 80 keV
(m =◦B E 0.2) co-passing ions in figure 4(b). This 3/1 island
is due to a resonance between the imposed 2/1 island and
counter-passing FIs as seen from the simultaneous emergence
of a region of high energy transfer rate (Ė) in the phase space
of 80 keV ions at <zP 0 (not shown). Generally, every island
chain in real space corresponds to a region in phase space
where FIs strongly interact with the NTM (figure 4(c)).

The strength of resonances depends on E as shown by the
energy transfer rate (Ė) averaged in phase space over the co-
passing, counter-passing and trapped particle domains
(figure 5). Ė is very similar for co- and counter-passing FIs
regardless of the width of the imposed island (figure 5(a)): Ė is
nearly flat versus E with a small decrease (increase) at low
(high) energies. In contrast, the interaction with trapped ions
becomes weaker at higher E (figure 5(b)). Overall, the inter-
action is nearly constant versus E , implying that the results of
section 4 are nearly independent from the NB injection energy.

The broader picture emerging from the ‘Kick’-matrix is
qualitatively similar to that of AEs [20] except that the
interaction with NTMs is typically stronger due to the larger
iB . The phase space resonances lead to perturbations in the
NB heat, TNB, and jNB drive which have important con-
sequences in thermal particle, energy and momentum trans-
port calculations (section 4).

4. TRANSP ‘Kick’-model validation and interpretive
capabilities

TRANSP runs of IBS, hybrid and steady state plasmas in
DIII-D with the ‘Kick’-matrix are encouraging with the model
quantitatively predicting the measured neutron rates (Ṅm).
Time histories in an example hybrid discharge are shown in
figure 6(a), where both the classical (Ṅc) and the TRANSP-
‘Kick’ model (Ṅk) match Ṅm before NTM onset. After NTM
onset Ṅm drops as the plasma confinement drops due to the
NTM driven transport. Since thermal profiles from the
experiment are given as input to TRANSP, the observed
deficit (D = -˙ ˙ ˙N N Nm c m) after NTM onset indicates that the
FI confinement decreases as well. This effect is quantitatively
captured by the ‘Kick’-model. In this case, the neutron deficit
is about maximum 20% (figure 6(b)) when the NTM magn-
etic amplitude is about 10G, and »W 10 cm.

The level of transport varies by scenario and W withDṄm
up to 20%. Figure 6(c) shows the ‘Kick’ neutron deficit
(D = -˙ ˙ ˙N N Nk k c) versus DṄm in a set of discharges. Here,
DṄk and DṄm were calculated from Δt=τc≈100 ms
independent time windows and error bars represent the stan-
dard deviation within each window (τc is the energy confine-
ment time). The dashed line represents the ideal D = D˙ ˙N Nk m
condition. The closer the points to this line the better the
‘Kick’-model predictions. The model can capture DṄm with a
few % difference and a consistent overestimation by 3%. From
shot to shot, the center of mass of the points follows the mea-
sured trend. The islands have 4–11cm saturated width and have
various m/n helicities, including 2/1, 3/2, 4/1 and 7/2. As
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mentioned before, W , rs, m, n and f are all derived from exper-
imental data, therefore the ‘Kick’-model has no free parameters.

Note that the preferentially horizontal spread of the points
indicates that there is a variation in DṄm which is not fully
captured byDṄk.DṄm can vary due to (i) the NTM, (ii) other
small amplitude modes causing FI transport and (iii) due to
the fact that Ṅc does not fully capture the actual classical
neutron rates (e.g. fitted profiles are not fully capturing the
actual profiles of the discharge). In contrast, DṄk only varies
due to the NTM (i) as neither TRANSP runs capture other
MHD modes and both use the same input profiles.

Next, the scaling of FI transport versus W and f is stu-
died. For this purpose, we use an IBS discharge (DIII-D
#157810) with a single m/n=3/2 magnetic island. In
section 4.1, W is varied in the experimentally relevant
1–10cm range in a series of TRANSP analyses, while
f=22 kHz is fixed. In section 4.2, f is varied in the 5–50 kHz
range at fixed =W 10 cm. Results are averaged over the

stationary state of each simulation (Δt=900 ms). Error bars
represent statistical uncertainties of the time averages and
were estimated as s s= -¯ N 1c , where σ is the standard
deviation and Nc=Δt/τc is the number of independent time
windows within the stationary state.

4.1. Scaling of FI transport versus island width

The widths of the real space island structures in the FI
population (which are usually not equal to the magnetic island
width W ), or alternatively the width of phase space reso-
nances, increase with the NTM amplitude (iB ). Below a cri-
tical iB , each resonant deterministic FI orbit moves around its
own resonance, mapping out a series of non-overlapping
island chains (figure 7(a)) at various rational surfaces. These
include the q=1 surface near the magnetic axis and several
q>3/2 surfaces in the ψ>0.55 region, where equation (3)
is satisfied. When iB exceeds a critical value (iBc), the adjacent
phase space resonances start to overlap and the FI orbits will
move between two or more islands in an unpredictable
manner, turning the region of closely spaced island chains
into a chaotic region [16, 33, 34] (figure 7(b)). This condition
can be expressed in terms of a threshold island width Wth

where µiB Wc th
2 .

FI losses increase due to the NTM only when >W Wth

(figure 7(c)). This is in accord with the fact that non-over-
lapping islands do not alter the FI orbits enough to scatter FIs
outside or close to the plasma boundary. When >W Wth, FI
losses grow rapidly with W and reach 270% at =W 10 cm
(relative to w/o NTM).

A small neutron deficit DṄk is observed when <W Wth

(figure 7(d)), attributed to a small radial redistribution of FIs.
This redistribution is evident from the radial profile of pFI
(figure 7(g)) as well as from ( )p WFI integrated over the whole
plasma volume (figure 7(h)). Above the threshold FI losses

Figure 4. Field line mapping with (a) 0.1 keV electrons and (b) 80 keV co-passing fast ions with m =◦B E 0.2. (c) Ė between 55.8 keV FIs
and the NTM. For each plot a DIII-D hybrid H-mode plasma equilibrium was used with a =W 10 cm, m/n=2/1 magnetic island centered
at ψs≈0.37 and rotating with 5 kHz (#165061, see section 2).

Figure 5. Ė averaged over the (a) co- and counter-passing and
(b) trapped particle domains.
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significantly decrease pFI in the ψ=0.1–0.7 radial range and
DṄk continues to grow as W is further increased.

Similarly to the integral of pFI, there is no change in the
integrals of TNB and jNB as long as <W Wth (figures 7(j) and
(l), respectively). Resulting from the redistribution, TNB hol-
lows and jNB flattens at q=m/n while both increase near the
magnetic axis (figures 7(i) and (k), respectively). When

>W Wth, the integrals of TNB and jNB decrease, which can be
attributed to the FI losses in this regime.

As FI losses leave fewer FIs in the plasma to interact with
the NTM at >W Wth, the slope of Ė versus W decreases at
Wth. The resulting break point in ˙ ( )E W allows one to accu-
rately determineWth (figure 7(e)). In this plasma »W 4.5 cmth
and Ė scales as:

• µ µ iĖ W B4 2 when <W Wth (isolated islands);
• µ µ iĖ W B2 when >W Wth (overlapping islands).

In comparison, the threshold for a locked NTM [6] is about
7.5cm, which is expected to shift down with rotation as the
resonances become stronger when the mode frequency is
increased.

NTMs slow down FIs in the ψ>ψs region and accel-
erate them in the ψ<ψs region, as seen from the radial
profile of Ė (figure 7(f)).

Notice that djNB, dTNB and Ė have similar radial profiles
in the vicinity of ψs: these quantities are negative (positive) at
ψ>ψs (ψ<ψs) when <W Wth and about zero far from
ψ=ψs. Since d »p 0FI when <W Wth, Ė offers a qualitative
explanation of the radial redistribution of jNB and TNB.

Figure 8 shows djNB and Ė separately for co-passing,
counter-passing and trapped FIs with an island of =W 7 cm.
Ė is strongest with the trapped FIs. The dip in jNB around
ψ=0.6 results from the slow down of co-passing, trapped
and counter-passing ions, with the main contribution being
attributed to trapped ions. The peak in jNB around ψ=0.3 is

dominantly due to the heating of co-passing FIs with some
contribution from trapped FIs.

In the IBS discharge (#157810) used here »W 3 cm and
FIs drive the mode with 15 kW (figure 7(d)). In comparison, in
a DIII-D experiment [35] (#159243) with many overlapping
small amplitude AEs in the ψ<0.55 range (figure 7(a)
dashed), Ė between AEs and the FI population is about 28 kW.
This, in terms of net Ė , corresponds to a 3/2 NTM of

»W 3.2 cm rotating with f≈22 kHz. Note that FIs have a
destabilizing effect on the NTM but stabilizing effect on the
AEs in the shown example. It is worth noting that »W 10 cm
islands are not uncommon in this type of plasma, in which case
FIs can pump as much power into the NTM as 400 kW. Such
NTMs decrease pFI, jNB and TNB by 20%–30% in these inte-
grated TRANSP simulations. This raises several interesting
questions and will be the subject of future investigation.

Further tests comparing different NTM representations
(appendices A, B) indicate that Ė and the FI losses are nearly
the same regardless of the exact shape of Ψ. This indicates
that the resonances in the ψ>ψs region depend mainly on
the maximum of ψ (at ψs, which is identical in the two
representations) and not on the local values in the edge
region. This can be understood as the particle orbits are not
localized on rational surfaces but sample a relatively wide
radial range including the island region.

4.2. Scaling of FI transport versus mode frequency

Similarly to the amplitude scan reported in section 4.1, in
figure 9, a single m/n=3/2 magnetic island is implemented
at q=m/n. Here the rotation frequency was varied between
f=2–50 kHz in a series of TRANSP simulations while

=W 10 cm was fixed. Recall that wave-particle phase space
resonances depend on mode frequency as prescribed by
equation (3). The 2y 0.55 region is chaotic at all f, however

Figure 6. (a) Example of measured and TRANSP neutron rates w and w/o ‘Kick’ -matrix, (b) neutron deficit and NTM amplitude in a hybrid
discharge. (c) ‘Kick’ versus measured neutron deficit in a set of discharges. Data was calculated from 100ms independent time windows,
error bars represent the standard deviation within each window.
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at ψ≈0.3 an m=3 resonance forms an island in the FI
phase space only when >f fcr, where »f 22 kHzcr is the
threshold frequency for the core resonance to form. This is
shown in the Poincaré plots of 80 keV ions in figures 9(a), (b).

FI losses increase with f when <f fcr (figure 9(c)), which
decreases pFI primarily in the 0.2<ψ<0.8 range
(figures 9(g), (h)). In turn,DṄk rapidly increases with f in this
range (figure 9(d)). Note that FI losses and DṄk significantly
decrease as the mode rotation frequency is lowered. In fact, at
f 0 kHz, FI losses are reduced to neoclassical levels, i.e.
with no island. In this case the island only leads to radial
redistribution of FIs near ψs. When >f fcr the FI confinement
improves inside the ψ=0.2 surface as the mode frequency is
increased (figure 9(g)), which leads to a turn over in FI losses
and in DṄk. This effect is solely due to the isolated m=3
resonance in the core at high f, which acts as a transport
barrier and improves FI confinement near the magnetic axis.

jNB and TNB qualitatively follow the behavior of pFI
(figures 9(i)–(l)). When 2f 0, djNB and dTNB is negative
(positive) at ψ<ψs (ψ>ψs) which leads to hollow (peaked)
jNB and TNB profile just inside (outside) the ψ=ψs surface.

Figure 7. Poincaré maps of 80 keV FIs (m =◦B E 0.2) with (a) =W 3 cm, (b) =W 10 cm. Scaling of (c) FI losses and (d) neutron deficit,
(e) Ė versus W . Radial profiles of (f) Ė to FIs, (g) FI pressure, (i) NB current and (k) NB torque (to ions) at different W . Scaling of (h) FI
pressure, (j) NB driven current and (l) torque (to ions) integrals over ψ=[0, 1] versus W .

Figure 8. Perturbation of NB current and Ė to different classes of
fast ions.
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When 2 <f f0 cr, the FI losses start to flatten jNB and TNB
across ψs. When >f fcr, jNB and TNB flatten across
0.2<ψ<0.8 and develop a peak inside ψ≈0.2.

At all frequencies, FIs slow down (accelerate) on the
edge (core) side of q=m/n surface (figure 9(f)). Below fcr,

µĖ f 2 (figure 9(e)), which was found valid also for small
islands. Recall that µ iĖ B 2 for small islands (section 4.1) and
therefore wµ µ ii˙ ( ) ( )E W B E2 2. This indicates that the Ė is
due to

~
E caused by the island rotation and not by the per-

turbed curvature and iB drifts. Static islands do not lead to Ė
between the FIs and the TM as expected since the work done
on charged particles by a static magnetic field is zero.

Recall that in the small island regime with no chaos, djNB
was in accord with Ė (figures 7(f), (i)). In contrast, here jNB
increases (decreases) outside (inside) ofys, the opposite way as Ė
dictates. This apparent contradiction is resolved by the fact that
the particle trajectories are chaotic in the vicinity of q=m/n
region at all frequencies when =W 10 cm, which locally flattens
pFI and moves current radially outward across ψs.

Interestingly, Ė also saturates at >f fcr=(figure 9(e)).
This occurs due to the broadening of Ė in the ψ<ψs region
as the m=3 resonance pumps energy into the FI population.

4.3. Comparison to the ad hoc beam ion diffusivity model

Previously, an ad hoc beam diffusivity (cab) has been used in
TRANSP to account for the effect of NTM driven FI transport
on the NB profiles [18, 36]. In the simplest implementation of
that model cab is spatially uniform and its the magnitude is
chosen to match TRANSP Ṅ to the measurements. cab simply
broadens the beam profiles without incorporating any of the
wave-particle resonant interaction physics in phase space, and
has therefore no spatial, E , zP , mB or m, n dependence.

Interestingly, despite the lack of real- and phase space
sensitivity, several quantities show good agreement with the
‘Kick’-model when DṄm is matched (figure 10), e.g. the
electron thermal diffusivity (χe) and FI losses. However,
many other important quantities, e.g. the ion thermal diffu-
sivity profile (χi), the core FI pressure (pFI), jNB and the

Figure 9. Poincaré maps of 80 keV FIs (m =◦B E 0.2) with (a) f=5 kHz, (b) f=50 kHz. Scaling of (c) FI losses and (d) neutron deficit,
(e) Ė versus f. Radial profiles of (f) Ė to FIs, (g) FI pressure, (i) NB current and (k) NB torque (to ions) at different f. Scaling of (h) FI
pressure, (j) NB current and (l) torque (to ions) integrals over ψ=[0, 1] versus f.
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torque density to the ions and to the electrons can be different. In
the shown example with a core 2/1 island of =W 10 cm,
which is typical in DIII-D IBS discharges and not uncommon in
hybrid plasmas, the differences are large. The cab model shows
roughly 30% reduction in p j,FI NB and TNB in the core region
beyond the NTM rational surface (ψ<ψi=0.3). In contrast,
the ‘Kick’-model shows a maximum reduction in pFI about 15%
with no change on the magnetic axis, roughly 100% increase in
jNB and TNB to the electrons and 200% increase in TNB to the
ions in the ψ<ψi region. In the physics-based ‘Kick’-model the
island redistributes the FI current in the core (figure 10(d)) by
redistributing the E and zP around the resonance, decreasing
(increasing) jNB and TNB near the resonance (outside the reso-
nance near the plasma magnetic axis). As described in
section 4.1, the net effect of the NTM (integrated over the whole
plasma volume) is a redistribution when <W Wth. When

>W Wth, phase space resonance overlaps will lead to FI losses,
resulting in an overall decrease of all quantities.

4.4. Impact of mode helicity

Finally, to demonstrate the potential for applications, we have
tested the effect of islands with different m/n in a set of
simulations using the same plasma equilibrium (figure 11). 2/1
magnetic islands of =W 5 cm lead to a series of overlapping
resonances resulting in (i) a chaotic region at y > 0.4 and (ii) a
large 1/1 island in the FI population at ψ≈0.2. (i) Reduces
jNB in the 0.5<ψ<0.8 region, while (ii) leads to a dip in jNB

at the resonance as well as a peak in jNB near the magnetic axis.
For the same plasma equilibrium, a hypothetical 3/2 NTM of

=W 5 cm also forms a series of island chains in the y > 0.5
region. However, in contrast to the 2/1 NTM, the 3/2 NTM
leads to a resonance n in the ψ<0.15 region which leads to a
FI current perturbation djNB that broadens jNB near the axis.
Additionally, this djNB may form a magnetic island destroying
the nested flux surfaces of the equilibrium plasma in a narrow
region near the magnetic axis. This change of core topology
could result in an additional loss of thermal confinement and
current which may be an important mechanism keeping the
safety factor above 1 on the magnetic axis of hybrid plasmas.
However, this mechanism is only hypothesized here. Further
investigation of the problem is not supported in the present
version of TRANSP as the toroidal and poloidal symmetry
(m=0, n=0) of the profiles are assumed.

5. Summary

We have extended the TRANSP-‘Kick’ model to include
NTM driven FI transport by integrating it with a new analysis

Figure 10. Comparison of the ad hoc diffusivity model and the
‘Kick’-model. (a) Electron and (b) ion thermal diffusivity, (c) FI
pressure, (d) NB current density, NB torque to (e) electrons and
(f) ions.

Figure 11. Effect of (a) an m/n=2/1 and (c) an m/n=3/2 NTM
on (b) the neutral beam driven current.
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tool of experimental island structure determination. Island
evolution is an input and is prescribed entirely through
measurements in these interpretive simulations. For predictive
simulations, one would have to adopt an NTM dynamic
model to advance the island growth and rotation. This model
retains all TRANSP functionality and self-consistently
recovers the NTM impact on beam torque, current drive and
heating. Therefore, this model can be used to design and
optimize discharges for tokamak scenario development.

Initial tests with IBS, hybrid and steady state discharges
in DIII-D are encouraging as the model quantitatively repli-
cates the measured neutron rate without free parameters.

Two regimes of FI transport have been observed:

• Isolated wave-particle phase space resonances (isolated
islands of FIs in real space) lead to a redistribution of the
NB driven current and torque without FI losses. These
perturbations can be explained by FI–NTM energy
transfer without radial redistribution of the FI density. Ė
scales with wi( )B 2.

• Overlapping resonances lead to chaotic motion of FIs in a
wide radial range between overlapping island chains. Due
to the larger dq/dψ in the ψ>ψs region, resonance
overlaps develop on the edge side of the primary island
and lead to FI losses and concomitant loss of NB current
and torque, on top of the redistribution. This loss of FIs
also reduces the derivative of Ė versus W .

The threshold island width at which resonances start to
overlap is at »W 4.5 cm for the case studied in this paper. In
the presented example with a 3/2 mode the torque profile
hollows at the q=3/2 rational surface and the current profile
broadens in the core. A frequency scan showed that non-
rotating core islands do not lead to the interactions and effects
described above. Slowly rotating islands however do lead to
FI losses and to perturbations of the FI pressure, NB driven
torque and current. The reported effects strongly depend on
the particle-wave resonances in phase space which also
depend on NTM helicity. In particular, the m/n=3/2 NTM
broadens jNB but the m/n=2/1 NTM leads to the peaking of
jNB near the magnetic axis. The interaction strength slightly
decreases (increases) versus E for co-passing and counter-
passing ions at low (high) E . In contrast, trapped ions
experience a weaker effect at high E . The strength of the
interaction integrated over the whole phase space is nearly
independent of Ė , which implies that the reported effects are
independent of the beam ion injection energy for typical
injection energies of present fusion devices.

A more sophisticated FI transport model is under
development which will take steps toward self-consistency by
integrating the following key elements: (i) linking to the
TRANSP NTM module that calculates NTM growth rates
[37]; (ii) recalculating the ‘Kick’-matrix as the equilibrium
changes during the TRANSP simulation; (iii) modify sources
as dictated by the FI transport and evolve the equilibrium. The
model will also be integrated into the OMFIT [38] workflow
to facilitate applications for a wide range of transport analyses
of plasmas with NTMs.
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Appendix A. Representation of tearing modes

NTMs are driven by a three-dimensional helical bootstrap
current perturbation (δj) with poloidal and toroidal mode
numbers m and n, respectively, and with radial localization at
q=m/n. iB of δj and the background field (B) organize into a
toroidal flux tube around δj, called magnetic island, with nested
flux surfaces bounded by a separatrix. These structures are
implemented in ORBIT through the Ψ(r, ξ(t), t) flux, the
amplitude of which is chosen to match the experimental island
width (W ). The non-axisymmetric magnetic field perturbation
is x x= ´ Y˜ ( ) ( ( ))r t r tB e, , , ,z where Ψ(r, ξ(t), t)=
Ψ◦(t)Ψ(r)Ψ(ξ(t)). Here the large tokamak approximation is used
and ez is the unit vector in the z-direction in cylindrical coor-
dinates. The helical unit vector eξ is perpendicular both to
the radial unit vector er and to the equilibrium field line on the
q=m/n rational surface. Explicit time dependence of the
NTM dynamics are prescribed entirely through Ψ(t) by mea-
surements of the magnetic island width, without a theoretical
model being adopted to predict and advance the island growth
(see appendices B and C). Ψ(ξ(t)) is the helical part, which
contains the implicit time dependence in the laboratory frame
due to the island rotation and Ψ(r) is the radial part.

The helical part is Ψ(ξ)=cos(ξ) and the phase is
ξi=mθi−nfi in the island frame (the index i labels the
island frame coordinates). Island rotation in the lab frame
evolves the island phase (ξ) as:

ò òx x w w x w= + - = +q f( ( ) ( )) ( ( )) ( )m t n t t t td d . A1i i
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Since the phase evolution is prescribed by the
w w-q f( ) ( )m t n t combination, the measured lab frame fre-

quency ω(t) can be used to rotate the islands in the numerical
implementation.

To derive a model for the radial part Ψ(r) from first
principles, we use a model current sheet perturbation loca-
lized on a cylindrical surface of radius rs, flowing parallel to
the axis of the cylinder:

x x d x= - = d
˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ( )◦r j r r j rj e e, cos cos . A2s z z

Here, rs is the minor radius coordinate of the q=m/n
rational surface and ◦̃j is a constant amplitude. Assuming
vacuum solutions, the definition of B̃ and Ampère’s law
yields an equation for the flux Ψδ(r, ξ) of the radially localized
current sheet:

x m xY =d d( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ( )◦r j r, cos A32

m◦ is the vacuum permittivity. Equation (A3) is solved inside
and outside of the q=2 surface analytically. Continuity of
the solution across q=m/n is required, while the jump of
dΨ/dr is the current flowing at the O-point:

x
m

xY =d( )
˜

( ) ( ) ( )◦ ◦r
j

m
f r, cos , A4

2

= < = >( ) ( ) ( )f r
r
r

r r f r
r
r

r rat , at . A5
s

s
s

s

2 3

2

This form was also used in a recent study of locked NTMs
[39]. Note that ∂rΨδ is discontinuous at rs due to the assumed
δ-like localization of the current sheet. This is averted by
solving for a physically more relevant, radially smooth
Gaussian current distribution:

= = -
-⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )◦r j r j

r r
W

j e eexp
2 4

. A6G G z
s

z

2

2

Since expression (A4) is the Green’s function of
equation (A3), the solution (YG) with the current defined in
(A6) is produced by the convolution of expression (A4) with
(A6). To avoid potential numerical problems in ORBIT arising
from the discontinuity of ∂rΨδ, we use YG in this study,

x xY = Y( ) ( )r r, ,G and x xY = Y Y( ) ( ) ( )◦r t t r, , ,G .

Appendix B. Magnetic island structures

The nested flux surfaces of the islands are mapped out by the
contours of the total helical flux χ(r, ξ), the sum of the
background and the perturbation flux:

òc x x= - - + Yq

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )r

q
q

B r r, 1 d , . B1
r

r

s

s

Here, Bθ is the background poloidal magnetic field. Taylor-
expanding Ψ(r) and q(r) up to first order about the resonant
surface and assuming Bθ=const. gives:

xW =
-

+ - +⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r
W

A
W

r r8
2

1 cos B2s
s

2

2

χ/Ψ◦=Ω is a normalized flux surface label [40] with
W = - A1 82 on the island separatrix. W and A are the
island width and the radial asymmetry [41], respectively:

= Y =
¶Y
¶q

( )
( )

( )◦W
L r

B r
A

W
r

4 ,
2

. B3q s

s

Here, = ¶( ) ( ) ( )L r q r qq s s r rs is the magnetic field shear length
scale at rs. The ‘constant-Ψ’ approximation [42] ( =A 0)
leads to islands that are symmetric about the resonant surface.
Typically = -A 0.6 in the experiments.

Note that making use of the relationship between Ψ◦ and
W (expression (B3)), Ψ(r, ξ) can be parametrized with W .
First, relate m ˜◦ ◦j to Ψ◦ via averaging expression (A4) over the
island region and assuming =A 0:

m
Y » áY ñ =( )

˜ ¯ ( )◦ ◦ ◦r
j

f
4

. B4W W2

Then using expressions (B3), (B4) the parametrization of
Ψ(r, ξ(t), t) with ( )W t is:

x xY =d
q( ( ) ) ( ) ( )

¯ ( ( )) ( )r t t
W t B

L
f r
f

t, ,
16

cos . B5
q W

2

As W , Lq and Bθ can be obtained from experiments rigor-
ously, the ‘Kick’ NTM–FI transport model can be constructed
without any free parameters.

When representing MHD modes in the ORBIT code [43],
the x a xY =( ) ( ) ( )r r re B, ,z notation is used. Historically an
ad hoc form (αAH) has been adopted in numerical studies
[9, 16]:

a a
y

=
-
-

--⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )◦

◦ ◦

( )◦
r

r
x

r
x

1
1

. B6
m m x

AH

11

Radial profiles of these two representations (Ψ and
a xY = ( ) ( )r rB e ,zAH AH ) are shown in figures 12(a), (b) along

with field line tracing in figures 12(c), (d), respectively. Note

Figure 12. (a), (b) Ψ(r) ( =W 5 cm, m/n=2/1) and (c), (d)
corresponding field line mapping with thermal electrons. Island
separatrices are over plotted in (c), (d).
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that (i) the island structures appear to be very similar but (ii)
ΨAH(ψ=1)=0 while Ψ(ψ=1)≈max{Ψ}/2. Parameters to
constrain experimentally are the island frequency ( f=
ω/(2π)), mode numbers (m and n), radial location of the mode
rational surface (ψs), the island radial asymmetry (A) and the
island width (W ).

Appendix C. Determination of island parameters in
the experiments

Ω is obtained from Fourier-analysis of ECE data, m and n are
determined from poloidal and toroidal Mirnov-coil array data
via the Newspec code [29]. The best estimator of ( )W t , ( )A t
and rs(t) are determined in the experiment simultaneously in a
series of 5 ms windows by fitting the solutions of an aniso-
tropic heat transport model of magnetic islands to the phase
lock averaged electron temperature (Te) data (figures 13(a),
(b)) via least squares method [22]. This gives ( )W t when the
islands are large and when Te is available. ( )W t is then
extended by mapping the magnetic data as

a= q

+⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )W t B L

r
r

. C1q
m

s

m
2

1

(Figure 13(c)) assuming that the island center is well aligned
with the q=m/n rational surface. Here, α is a geometric fit
parameter, Bθ and Lq are the equilibrium poloidal magnetic
field and magnetic field shear length at rs, respectively. rs (rm)
is the mode rational surface (Mirnov-probe) minor radius
coordinate. NTM evolution is prescribed entirely by these
measurements without a theoretical model being adopted to
predict and advance the island growth.

The typical ranges of experimental values are ω=
5–20 kHz, m/n=2/1,3/2,4/1and7/2, ψs=0.4–0.6,
- < < -A0.8 0.4 and = –W 3 10 cm in the saturated state.
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